In this research, the performance test of a six degree of freedom (DOF) articulated robotic arm is presented based on the kinematic analysis. The kinematics is derived based on the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) representation of the robotic arm. The simulation of robotic kinematics is performed by RoboAnalyzer simulation software. The use of RoboAnalyzer simulation software can make the modeling and analysis of serial robots more flexible. The total workspace of a six DOF robotic arm 302.5×302.5×452.5mm to carry a maximum payload of 100g is used for painting operation. A simple painting task to paint a plane on the wall is carried out in order to get the kinematics models of the robotic arm. Twelve points of movement are studied for the forward kinematic modeling. Forward kinematics equations are derived theoretically and results are compared with RoboAnalyzer simulation software. Finally, simulation and performance tests, including the position of the robotic end-effector are presented below.
INTRODUCTION
The Robot Institute of America designates a robot as "a reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks" [5] . The basic components of a robot system are the mechanical linkage which consists of links, joints and end effector. For a six DOF robotic arm, the first three links and joints form the arm and the last three mutually in intersecting joints made a wrist. The end effector is a part attached at the end of the manipulator. Specialized tools like the painting tool attached to the end of the manipulator arm for performing tasks are also considered as end effector [4] .
This research discusses forward kinematics and simulation of a six degree of freedom (DOF) articulated robotic arm using RoboAnalyzer simulation software and testing performance of robotic arm for painting process. Forward kinematics equations are derived theoretically and results are compared with RoboAnalyzer simulation software. Finally simulation of the robotic arm using RoboAnalyzer was carried out and the results of performance test are presented below.
ROBOT KINEMATICS MODEL
Robotic arm kinematics deals with the analytical study of the geometry of motion of a robot arm with respect to a fixed reference coordinate system as a function of time without regard to the forces that cause the motion [10] . There are two types of kinematic analysis problems: forward kinematics and inverse kinematics. In this research, the homogeneous transformations and Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) representation of robotic arm are used to solve forward and inverse kinematics problems of manipulator. DH parameters for the robotic arm are listed in Table 1 . 
The Work Piece for Painting Process
This paper is focused on the kinematics of a simple painting process using a six DOF articulated robotic arm. Thus the work piece used is a simple small plane on the wall. The area of the plane is 180mm x 125mm as shown in Figure 1 . The work piece is not the main concern in this study, as it is just a dummy object used to carry out the end effector position. Twelve points of movement are studied for the forward kinematic modeling. 
Forward Kinematics
Forward kinematics refers to determine the values of position and orientation of the end effector, given the joint angles and link lengths of the robotic arm. DH parameters are used in this paper to describe the manipulator configuration. Simplified link coordinate diagram of a six DOF robotic arm is shown in Figure 2 . 
Figure 2. DH Coordinate frame assignment of a six DOF robotic arm
To calculate the values of position and orientation of each joint, the homogeneous transformation matrix is used. Since the robot has six revolute joints, the joint coordinate is [θ 1 θ 2 θ 3 θ 4 θ 5 θ 6 ]. Forward kinematics analysis for six DOF articulated robot is determined as follows and desired input angles for painting process are shown in Table 2 . 
Where, According to the desired input angles, the output position and orientation of end effector for painting process at point 1 to point 12 can be obtained as 0 T 6 (1) to 0 T 6 (12). 
ROBOANALYZER SIMULATION
RoboAnalyzer simulation software is open source software, developed by S.K.Saha. It is 3D simulation software especially for robot technology study, which is mainly used for kinematics and dynamics simulation of robot or mechanical arm. Moreover, the software is simple and convenient to operate, and can generate the corresponding simulation graphics so as to understand the operation form of robot [8] . First of all, according to the test process, choose the type of robot in RoboAnalyzer software, and on the basis of the parameter values from Table1, modify initial D-H value of the software, thus robot simulation model is established. In this paper, only forward kinematic feature is used by RoboAnalyzer. The position and orientation of the robot forward kinematics results according to input joint angle point 1 to point 3 are shown in the following Figures. Figure 3 shows forward kinematics model of robotic arm due to D-H value by using RoboAnalyzer. From the point 1 to the point 2 and the point 2 to the point 3, the simulation time is designed as 1s and the simulation step number is 10, so the run trajectory of robotic arm from initial position to the end position on the x, y, and z direction is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . 
CONSTRUCTION OF ROBOTIC ARM
The robotic arm can be constructed with mechanical components, drive components and electrical and control components. The mechanical components of the robotic arm include base, shoulder, elbow and wrist linkage, connecting brackets, screws and nuts, and other minor accessories have been customized and fabricated according to the design. The mechanical components are fabricated with Aluminum 6061. The drive components of the robotic arm include PID 6221 digital servo motors with metal gear for revolute joints and Tower Pro MG 996servo motor with metal gear drive for wrist joints. All of the drive components have been purchased. The electrical and control components include 5V power supply, microcontroller and other accessories. Drive components of the robotic arm prototype are controlled via pulse width modulation signals generated from Arduino Uno microcontroller. Six degree of freedom articulated robotic arm model is shown in Figure 8 . 
PERFORMANCE TEST OF ROBOTIC ARM
The experimental work on a six DOF articulated robotic arm is done by the given input angles of the motion before proceed with the programming. Firstly, the joint angles of each link are given as input parameters. After that, microcontroller generates the pulse with modulation (PWM) signals for each servo according to the joint angles from kinematic model. Then Figure 9 (a) the angles of servos for point 1 due to input joint angle are applied, the position of end effector is occurred at P x = 50mm, P y = 281mm and P z = 225mm. The position of end effector for point 2 is obtained P x = 178mm, P y = 178mm and P z = 325mm as shown in Figure 9 (b). And also, the position of end effector for point 3 is obtained P x = 273mm, P y = 58mm and P z = 230mm as shown in Figure 9 When the angles of servos for point 10 due to input joint angle are applied, the position of end effector is P x = 240mm, P y = 65mm and P z = 185mm obtained as shown in Figure 9 (j). Figure 9 (j) to (l) shows photo taken during the performance test of robotic arm for point 10, point 11 and point 12. The natures of robotic arm model from simulation result and performance test at any point are nearly the same.
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, forward kinematics is used to analyze kinematics behaviors of six DOF articulated robotic arm for the theoretical analysis. The results from the forward and inverse kinematics are presented. After testing the robotic arm, there is a little error occurred. The position of end effector in performance test is not exactly equal to the calculated result. This is due to the fact that feedback control law has not been taken into account in this research work. Table 3 shows the position tracking error of robotic arm. 
CONCLUSION
Forward kinematics, simulation and performance test of a six degree of freedom (DOF) articulated robotic arm are presented. Verification of kinematics of the robotic arm was done by means of theoretical, simulation using RoboAnalyzer and performance test. End effector positions of the robot forward kinematics results obtained from theoretical and simulation anayzes are similarly equal. According to the performance results, there is little error which is ≤ 5.2% in z direction. In x and y direction has no error. The position of end effector in performance is not equal to the desired position. Position tracking error of a six DOF robotic arm occur 5.2% in vertical direction. Finally, it can be said that kinematic model can be used to control the six degrees of freedom articulated robotic arm autonomously, that is between -90 and 90 degrees, position and orientation of the desired location of tip of the end effector can be achieved by using open loop control system.
